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Suppose K+ is the maximal totally real subfield of K= Q(i,) and h’ is the class 
number of K+. Vandiver’s conjecture states that p does not divide h+. Each H,- 
extension K, of K defines a unique Z,-extension R, of R=DJp-‘1 with 8, 
being the ring of integers of K. In this paper we prove for all odd primes p. (1) if p 
does not divide h +, then each Zdextension of R has a normal basis over R. Conver- 
sely, if each &-extension of R has a normal basis over R and if the Iwasawa 
invariant l+ of the cyclotomic T&-extension of K+ is zero, then p does not divide 
h+. (2) p does not divide h+ if and only if each cyclic extension of K, lying in the 
minus part H- of the Hilbert p-class field H of K, is contained in a Z,-extension 
of K. lp 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Suppose F,, = a([,.+ I) where ip”+l is a primitive p”+ ’ th root of unity, p is 
an odd prime, and n is an integer 80. Let h,+ be the class number of the 
maximal totally real subfield F,+ of F,. Vandiver’s conjecture states that p 
does not divide h,’ . 
Let F,, = K, c K, c . . c K, = UisO K, be a sequence of fields such that 
each K, is a Galois extension of K,, = F, with cyclic group of order p’. Then 
K, is called a Z,-extension of F,. A Z,-extension K, is unramitied at all 
primes not lying above p [ 11, Prop. 13.21. Thus, letting DK, be the ring of 
integers of K, and setting Ri=DJp-‘I, one obtains a connected Z,- 
extension R, = Ulao Ri of R,. We say, a Z,-extension R, = UiaO Ri of R, 
has a normal basis over R,, if each Ri possesses a normal basis over R,. 
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Let Z, denote the ring of p-adic integers. The isomorphism classes [R, ] 
of Z,-extensions R % of R, form a Z,-module H’(R,, ZP). Since F, is 
abelian, there is a Z,-module isomorphism H’(R,, ZP) r Z;+ ‘, where r2 
denotes the number of complex places of E;, = K, [ 11, Cor. 5.32 and 
Th. 13.41. It is shown in [9], that the Z,-submodule H(R,, Z,), consisting 
of those classes of Z,-extensions having a normal basis over R,, is 
isomorphic to .Z;+ l. Thus H(R,, Z,) g H’(R,, Z,) in this case. This result 
does not imply that each Z,-extension of R, has a normal basis over R,. It 
only implies that there is t > 0 such that [ R,,IP’ is in H(R,, ZP) for all L,- 
extensions R,, of R,. 
F) 
We show in Example 2.6 that for K = Q(@, 
3 there is a Z,-extension of R = 0,[3 ‘1 without normal basis over 
R. Thus t > 0 and H(R, Z,) z H’(R, ZP). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorems. 
Let C, he the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group qf’ F,, = O(iPn+ I). 
Then the canonical homomorphism C, + C, is irzjective for all m > II [f and 
only if each Z,-extension of R, = D,[p ‘1 has a normal basis over R, (cf: 
Theorem 2.3). 
This implies (cf. Theorems 3.1, and 3.3): 
If p does not divide h,+ , then each Z,-extension of R, = O,[p -‘I has a 
normal basis over R,. ( We also give a short direct proof of this.) If the 
Iwasawa invariant i + of the cyclotomic Z,-extension of F,+ is zero, and if 
each Z’,-extension of R, has a normal basis over R,, then p does not divide 
h,+. 
Let H be the Hilbert p-class field of F, = Q([,) with Galois group G. One 
has a canonical decomposition G = G+ @ GP. Setting HP = HG+ we obtain 
in Theorems 3.7 and 3.9 and Corollary 3.11 below: 
p does not divide h,+ if and only if each cyclic extension of F,, lying in H ~, 
is contained in a Z,-extension of F,. 
1. Z,-EXTENSIONS OF NUMBER FIELDS 
Let K be a number field, i.e., a finite field extension of Q, and let D3, be 
the ring of integers of K. Set R=DJp-‘1, where p is an odd prime. We 
shall consider sequences of commutative rings 
R=Ro~R1c...cRic...cR, := u R, 
i20 
such that each R, is a (Z/p%‘)-extension of R, i.e., a Galois ring extension of 
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R with group isomorphic to Z/p%? (cf. [l] for the Definition of a Galois 
ring extension). The ring extension R, is called a z,,-extension of R. 
Assume r is a generator of ri r Z/pi.& and Ri is a (Z/p?)-extension of R 
having a normal basis {X,=z“(X,)Ik=O, . . ..p’- l}. Then X=‘&Xkspk 
is a unit in the group ring Ri[ri] and t(X) = T .X with r(X) = C 7(X,) rrk 
[S, Lemma 1.31. Thus we may regard a normal basis of a r,-extension 
Ri of R as a unit in R,[T,] satisfying r(X) = r .X. Defining for ke Z an 
R-algebra homomorphism vk: R,[T,] -+ R,[r,] via vk(r) = TV, we then 
find that each r,-extension Ri of R with normal basis has a normal basis 
satisfying 
x-‘-VP,(x) and t+)(X) = 1 
[8, Prop. 1.71. We call such a normal basis normalized. 
We say, a Z,-extension R,, = lJi Ri of R has a normal basis over R, if 
each Rj has a normal basis over R. 
For fixed n 3 0 we choose a primitive p*+‘+ ’ th root of unity < and set 
for k = 0, . . . . n + I and 13 1. Suppose 
F, = O([,.+I) and z, =r,,[p--‘I. 
Let E, be the group of units in Z,. The elements of E, are called p-units of 
Fn. Suppose NFnIIIFn: En+, + E, is the norm map, and T is an indeter- 
minate. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let R, = UlsO R, he a Z,-extension of R, := Z,. If 
R,, has a normal basis over R,, then there is for each 13 1 a p-unit b, of F,, 
with the following properties. 
(i) R, zRR,[T]/(TP-b), 
(ii) b,= N,+,,,(u) for some p-unit u qf F,,,,. 
Proof: Let f = (r,+,+, ) be the Galois group of R over R,. We may 
assume that R, is connected and RI#Z,+l. Let XER,+~+,[~,,~,] be a 
normal basis of R, + , + , over R,. Then it is easily seen that 
p’- I 
Y:= fl v~+~,~+I(X)~ER,[ZJ 
/=O 
Since z( Yp) = Yp we have Yp E R,[I’]. Define a ring homomorphism 
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x: R,[T] + R,i via x(z) = i and set b,= I( Y”). Then 6, is a unit in 
R, = Z,, and x( Y) is a unit in R, . There is an R,-algebra homomorphism 
cp: &,CW(T” - h,) -+ R, 
defined by q(b) = x(Y) with b = Tmod( P - b,). Let r,(p) = [,b. Then cp is 
f,-linear and hence an isomorphism [l, Th. 3.41. This proves (i). 
Let U= X’+p”+‘v P(i+Pn,~j(X). Since r(vk(X))=rkvk(X) for all kei?, 
we have r(U) = U, hence UE Z,[r]. Choose a generator o of the Galois 
group of F,,, over F, CT([)=['~~"". Define a ring homomorphism 
x’: -LCU ‘Zn+l by x’(r) = [ and set u = x’(U). Writing 
u= f u,zj with U,EZ, and N=p n+/+l_ 1 
,=o 
we obtain u = c,!=, Uj[-' and N,+,,,(u) = ni=A (c,“=, Uj[J(‘+mp”i”); thus 
N, + III;, (u)=x’ 
Since vi ovj=vV for i, jtzZ and v,(X)=V,,,,~+J+I(X) the definition of U 
yields 
Without loss of generality we may assume that X is normalized, hence 
Xv_,(X) = 1. It follows that 
( 
p’- I 
N- F,+,,&W=x’ n v lfmp”+4U) =h,. I 
??I=0 ) 
As before, let K denote a number field, and R = .OJp-'1. Given two Ti- 
extensions R, and R: of R their product Ri. R: is defined to be the Ti- 
extension ( RigR R:)ker"(P) with p being the multiplication map Ti x f i + Ti 
[S]. This product induces a group structure on the set H'(R, Z/p?), con- 
sisting of the isomorphism classes of (E/p?)-extensions of R, as is shown in 
[S]. This product also induces a product R, . Rb, of Z,-extensions 
R, = Ui Ri and Rb, = U, R: [9, Sect. 11. Let 
H'(R,Z,)=limH'(R,H/p'Z) 
denote the group of isomorphism classes of Z,-extensions, defined in 
c7,91. 
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The field K is called a CM-field, if K is a totally imaginary quadratic field 
extension of a totally real field K +, The Galois group of K over K’ is 
generated by an automorphism z which for each embedding K CG @ coin- 
cides with complex conjugation. Write z(A) = 2 for i E K. For any R-module 
M define the R-module li;i to be the additive group M equipped with a new 
R-structure I.. x = xx for 1 E R and x E M. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let K be a CM-field, which is abelian over Q. Then 
given any Z,-extension R, of R, the Z,-extension R, .8,, of R has a 
normal basis over R. 
Proof Let S, = R, .R,. Then S, = s,,. If C(R, Zp)= {T, E 
H’(R, Z,) I T, = T,} and R+ =DK+[p-l], then the canonical homo- 
morphism 
f: H’(R+, Z,) + C(R, ZJ 
is bijective [9, Prop. 4.11. Since K is abelian, we have an isomorphism 
H’(R+, Z,) E Z, by [ 11, Cor. 5.32 and Th. 13.41. Let SL be a preimage of 
S, under f. Then Sz has a normal basis over R+ by [9, Th. 2.1 and 
Cor. 3.31, and Proposition 1.2 now follows. 1 
2. THE HOMOMORPHISM C,-+C, 
Suppose F, = a([,.+ I) where iti+ I is a primitive p”+ r th root of unity, p is 
an odd prime, and n > 0. Let r2 be the number of complex places of F,,. The 
group Dr. of units in -0, is the direct product of a free abelian group with 
r2 - 1 free generators E,, . . . . E,,- 1 and the group p of all roots of unity in F,,. 
The group E, of all p-units of F,, is the direct product of a free abelian 
group with rz free generators 
E, , . . . . E,, - , , Er2 = 1 - &,n+ I 
and the group p. As before we use the notations Z, = DJp-‘1 = R,. 
2.1. LEMMA. If each Z,-extension of R, has a normal basis over R,, then 
there are p-units u, of F,,,, such that E, = NF,+,,F,(~j) for i= 1, . . . . rz and all 
13 1. 
Proof: There are r2 + 1 independent Z,-field extensions KE), . . . . Kc’, 
K, of K,= F,,, where K, = Ula,, F,, + i denotes the cyclotomic Z,-extension 
of K, [ 11, Th. 13.41. Let KY) be the field extension of degree p, contained 
in KS), and let R’$S’= UiaO RfS) with RI”) = Oq[p-‘1 for s = 1, . . . . r2. 
Proposition 1.1 now implies that there are p-units b,, . . . . b,, of F, such that 
KI”)=KOIT]/(TP-b ) - s and bs = NF,+,,dus) 
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with p-units U, for s = 1, . . . . rz. Since KY’ is a field, 6, is not a p-power in 
K,. We also have 6, # Bpcf+ i for all BE K,; for otherwise K!;) would 
depend on the cyclotomic Z,-extension K, of KO. This implies 
s=l 3 ..., rz. By Kummer theory, the correspondence b H K,[T]/( Tp - b) 
induces an isomorphism K,*/K,*Pr H’(K,, Z/pi?) of groups with 
K,* = K,,\O. Since the Z,-extensions KG), . . . . Kg’ are independent, this 
implies 
for all p E K, and all i,V E Z with (i,, p) = 1. We therefore obtain 
det(a,.J f 0 mod piI, 
hence E, = n:‘= 1 b;~~/?p’ with pi E E, and m(s), c,, E L for i = 1, . . . . r2. Since 
/If= NFn+,,Fn(fii) and since b, = NFn+,,Fn(~,), Lemma 2.1 now follows. 1 
2.2. LEMMA. Let C, be the p-Syfow subgroup of the ideal class group of 
F, = Q([,.+ i). Then the canonical homomorphism C, --f C, is injective for all 
m > n if and only if C, + C, is injective for all m > 0. 
Proof. Since the prime ideal above p in c), is a principal ideal, the 
ideal class group of p-ideals is equal to the ideal class group of F,. Let 
G(F,/F,) denote the Galois group of F, = U iaO F, over F,,. It follows 
from [6, Th. 12 that there are isomorphisms 
u ker(C, + C,) z H ‘(G(F,/F,), E) 
man 
and Urna ker(C, -+ C,)r H -‘(G(F,/F,), E) with E= Urnan E, and E, 
the group of p-units of F,,,. By [6, Lemma 12 and p. 2841, one obtains 
HP’(G(F,JF,), E) = 1 o H-- ‘(G(F,,JF,), E)= 1. 1 
Lemma 2.2 now follows. 1 
2.3. THEOREM. Let C, be the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group 
of F,, = O([,“+ I). Then each Z,-extension of R, = D,[p ’ ] has a normal 
basis over R, if and only if the canonical homomorphism C, --, C, is injective 
for all m > n. 
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Proof Let E, be the group of p-units in F,, and let G(F,/Fn) be the 
Galois group of F,,, over F,, for m > n. Suppose each Z,-extension of R, has 
a normal basis over R,. Then 
~WfLIFJ~ Em) := WNF,,,,F,(&) = 1 
by Lemma 2.1, since each root of unity in F,, is the norm of a unit 
of F,,,. Setting HP’(G(F,,,/F,), E,) = ker(N,,,)/im(f,) with f,: E, + E, 
UH r,(u) U-‘, we obtain 
H-‘KW,,IFnL Em) = 1 
for all m b n, since the Herbrand coefficient H satisfies 
H .= I ff’VW’m/FA Em)I 1 
’ 1 H-‘(G(F,,,/F,J, E,,J =p”p”‘--= ’ 
by [ 10, IX, Sect. 4, Cor. 21. Since the prime ideal above p in D, is a 
principal ideal, it follows from [6, Th. 121 that there is an isomorphism 
ker(C, -+ C,) 5 HP ‘(G(F,JFm), E,). Thus C, + C, is injective for all 
m 2 n. 
Conversely, assume that there is a Z,-extension R,, = UIaO Ri of R,, 
which has no normal basis over R,. Set 2, = D&-r] with Fk = Q(ipk+,) 
and k 2 0. Then the ideal class group of Fk is isomorphic to Pic(Z,), the 
group of isomorphism classes of rank-one projective Z,-modules. We 
are going to prove that under the above assumption the canonical 
homomorphism C, -+ C, is not injective for some k > n and some m 2 k. 
(This result will not be used in Section 3, since we shall give a short direct 
proof of 3.1). 
Since R,, . R, has a normal basis over R, by Proposition 1.2, it follows 
from [9, Th. 4.41 that there is s 2 0 such that Rg has a normal basis over 
R,. By assumption, we have s > 0, and there is m > s + n, such that R, us 
has no normal basis over R, = Z,. Let r,,-, = (r, _ ,) be the Galois 
group of R, ~ s over R,. Viewing a r, ~ ,-extension of R, as a module over 
the group ring R,[r,,-,] yields a homomorphism 
~1: H’(R,, Z/p”-“Z) + Pic(R,[r,_,]), 
and one has an exact sequence 
where H(R,, Z/p”-“Z) is the subgroup of H’(R,, Z/p”-“Z) consisting of 
those classes of r,,, ~ s -extensions of R, having a normal basis over R, = Z, 
[3, Theorem 21. Each connected component of R,[r,+,] is isomorphic 
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to Zk for some k with n < k < m -s, Hence there is k >n and a 
homomorphism 
$1 RO[fm-.,l + zk 
inducing a homomorphism II/*: Pic(R,[T,,~,]) + Pic(Zk), such that 
$*(cr(R,,-,)) has the same order as a(R,+,). Setting Il/(r,,-.)=[, we 
obtain a projective rank-one Z,-module 
by [2, Th. 11, and it is easily seen that there is a Z,-module isomorphism 
K: R m-s 0 Ro[l-,-,I Z -I k’ m-., 
such that ~(yOz)=CPrh’-‘r~~,(y)0i~‘- for all PER,,_, and zEZk. 
By definition of 1(1, this implies that the isomorphism class [I,,-,] of Z,,-, 
is a nontrivial element in Pic(Zk). We now show that [Zm-s@Zk Z,] is 
trivial in Pic(Z,). Let q be a p”th root of unity (not necessarily primitive), 
such that @ = [. Set 
We then have [Zz] = [ ( XER,OR,,Z~I(Z,@~~)(~)=[X}] by [2, Th. 11, 
and it is easily seen that ZL is isomorphic to Z,,-, Oz, Z, as Z,-module, 
since z E Z,d implies (r;’ @ id)(z) = ipkz = z. There is a Z,-module 
isomorphism y: R, 0 R,, tr,, Z, 7 I,,, such that y( y 0 z) = C,“=, rt( y) @ r] Pi= 
with M=p”‘+‘- 1, ye R,, and z E Z,,. Since Rg has a normal basis over 
R,, it follows that [Zi] = [Z,,_,Y@, Z,] is trivial in Pic(Z,). We therefore 
have ker(C,+C,)#l, hence ker(C,+C,)#l for some man by 
Lemma 2.2. [ 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let F,’ be the maximal totally real subfield of 
F, = Q([,. + I), and let C,+ be the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group of 
F,+ . Then each Z,-extension of R, = 0, [p ~ ’ ] has a normal basis over R, if 
and only if the canonical homomorphism C,: -+ C,+ is injective for all m 3 n. 
Proof: If each Z,-extension of R, has a normal basis over R,, then 
C, -+ C, is injective for all m 3 n by Theorem 2.3, hence 1 = ker( C, -+ C,) z 
HP’(G(F,,,/F,), E,)r HP’(G(F,t/F,+), E,+)rker(C,+ + C,t) by [6, Th. 12; 
11, Th. 4.121. 
Conversely, if C,+ -+ C,t is injective for all m > n, then C, + C, is injec- 
tive for all man by [ll, Prop. 13.261. This finishes the proof because of 
Theorem 2.3. 1 
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2.5. Remark. Suppose K is an arbitrary CM-field, K, = UiaO Ki is the 
cyclotomic Z,-extension of K= K,, and Ci is the p-Sylow subgroup of the 
ideal class group of Ki. Then the canonical homomorphism C,+ -+ CT need 
not be injective [ 11, Ext. 13.41. 
2.6. EXAMPLE. Suppose K= Q(,/257, fi) and R = DK[3 ~ ‘1. Then 
there is a Z,-extension of R without normal basis over R. 
Proof. By [4, p. 2811, the field K( Jm) is a Galois extension 
of K of degree 3, which is not contained in a Z,-extension of K. Since 
16 + fl is the fundamental unit in D,, and since the nontorsion part of 
the group of 3-units of K has Z-rank two, there is a Z,-extension of R 
without normal basis over R. In fact, if R, = UiaO Ri is a Z,-extension of 
R with normal basis over R and if ri = (r i ) is the Galois group of RI over 
R, then R, has a normal basis XE R,[T,], such that R, is isomorphic to 
R[T]/(T3 -b) with b = x(X)~ E R*, the group of 3-units of K (and x is 
defined via x(rl) = t3). Since there are exactly three independent Z,-field 
extensions over K, the result follows. 1 
Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 yield the following Corollary. 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let Fn=Q([,+l) and Z,=Di),“[ppl]. Zf each E,- 
extension of Z, has a normal basis over Z, for some n 20, then each 
7,-extension of Z, has a normal basis over Z, for all n > 0. 1 
3. ON VANDIVER’S CONJECTURE 
Let F,+ be the maximal totally real subfield of F,, = a([,.+~) with n > 0 
and p # 2. Suppose h,f is the class number of F,+. Vandiver’s conjecture 
states that p does not divide h,f . 
3.1. THEOREM. If p does not divide h,+ , then each i2,-extension of 
Z, = D&p -‘I has a normal basis over Z, for all n > 0. 
Proof If p does not divide h,+ , then p does not divide h,f for all n by 
[ 11, Cor. 10.61. Thus the canonical homomorphism C,+ + C,+ is injective 
for all m 3 n, and Theorem 3.1 follows from Corollaries 2.4 and 2.7. An 
easier and direct proof is the following: 
Assume, there is a Z,-extension R, = Uia,, R, of Z,= R, without 
normal basis. Then there is i > 0 such that Ri has no normal basis over R,. 
Let I-, = ( zj) be the Galois group of R, over R, and let I= a(R;) be the 
canonical image of Ri in the Picard group Pic(R,( [r,]) [3, Th. 21. Then 
there is k with n <k < i and a homomorphism 
$:&Cril +Z/c=~F~CPpll 
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inducing a homomorphism II/*: Pic(R,[Zi]) + Pic(Z,) such that J=@*(Z) 
has the same order as I. Since Ri has no normal basis over R,, we have 
I# 1, hence .Z# 1 in Pic(Z,). Setting $(zi) = [ and v- ,(zi) = T,:' we obtain 
for X=cja,T,T' with a,E R,, j=O, . . . . pi- 1, 
Proposition 1.2 yields Z.3 and it follows from [9, Lemma 4.91 that 
vT,(7)=I-‘, hence J=~/*(Z)=(IJ~V~,)* (Z)=$*(Z-‘)=$*(Z)=.Z. On 
the other hand, we have .Z. J= 1, since p does not divide h,+ by assumption 
and hence p does not divide h: b y [ll, Cor. 10.63. Thus J’= 1. Since 
JPk = 1, we obtain J= 1 and hence a contradiction, 1 
Let 1’. be the Iwasawa-A-invariant of the cyclotomic 7,-extension of F,+ . 
3.2. Remark. If p does not divide /I$, then A+ = 0. This follows from 
[ll, Theorems 13.22 and 13.131. 
3.3. THEOREM. If each Z,-extension of Z,,=O,[p ‘1 has a normal 
basis over Z, for some n, and if A + = 0, then p does not divide h,+ . 
Proof: Suppose Fk = Q([,,k+i), and Fz is the maximal totally real 
subfield of Fk for k > 0. Let C: be the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class 
group of Fz. Assume that p divides h,+ . The norm 
N m,k. . c; + c; 
is surjective for all k > 0, m 3 k by [ 11, Th. 10.11. We therefore have 
C,+ # 1, since C,+ # 1 by assumption. We choose an element Z, in Cz of 
maximal order p’. Then s > 0. Starting with Z, there is a sequence 
(ZkECkt)k>n such that I, # 1 and Ik = Nk + ,.JZk+ r) for all k 3 n. By 
Theorem 2.3 the canonical homomorphism (P,*,~: C,+ -+ Cc is injective for 
all k > n, hence 
for k B n. We have 
I k+lf(~k.k+,(J) 
for all JE Cl and all k > n; for otherwise we would have 
1,s = N, + ,.nUk + I I= N, + ,.n((~k.k + I(J)) = N,,,(J)“, 
contradicting the fact that I, has maximal order in CT. We have proved 
that ( Cc ( >,pk -~’ for all k >, n. It follows from [6, Sect. 41 that ( C’: ( = pe 
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with e=A+k+p#+v for k~0. We have p=O by [ll,Th.7.15]. Since 
A+ = 0 by assumption and since v is independent on k, we have a 
contradiction. 1 
We now set 
K= Q(&,) = F,. 
Let h+ = A,+ be the the class number of K+. Suppose 
H is the Hilbert p-class field of K, 
F is the maximal abelian p-extension of K, unramified outside p, and 
z is the compositum of all HP-extensions of K in F. 
Our purpose is to prove 
where the minus part H- of H is defined in the following way: 
Let J= { 1, z2 = 1 } be the Galois group of K over K+. The field F is a 
Galois extension of K+ by the maximality of F, and since r(p) c p with 
p=(l-{,)beingth e prime ideal in 0, dividing p. The Galois group J acts 
on the Galois group G(F/K) via conjugation. Extend I to ;E G(F/K+); then 
g’ = IgS for all g E G(F/K). Define 
G+ = {gEG(F/K)I g’=g} and G- = (gEG(F/K)Ig’=g~‘} 
and set 
F- = FG+ and H-=F-nH. 
3.4. LEMMA (i) G(F/K) = G+ @G-. 
(ii) (Zg)l.-=(gPIQl,-for aflg~G(F/K). 
(iii) Setting k- = Rn F-, then Z,-rank G(K-/K)=r, (where rz is 
the number of complex places of K). 
Proof (i) For g E G( F/K) we have gg’ E G + and g( g - ‘)I E G --. Set 
g, = (gg’)” and g, = (g(g-‘)I)” with n = 4, if g has infinite order, and 
n = (pk + 1)/2, if g has finite order pk, k> 0. We then have g=g,g, with 
g,EG+andg,EG-.Sincepisodd,wehaveG+nG~=l,and(i)follows. 
(ii) Write g = gig, with g, E G+ and g, E G-. If x E F- then gr(x) =x, 
and g,-‘(x) = x, hence (ig)(x) = (ig2)(x) = (g;‘ig;‘)(x) = (g-‘?)(x). 
(iii) Let T be the torsion part of the Galois group G(F/K). Then 
G(&K) = G(FjK)IT. Since R-- = FT n FG’ we have G(K’/K) = G T/T. 
Ml!32/3-9 
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Defining R’ = FTGm we obtain G(I?+/K) = G+ T/T, hence 
G(~/K)=G(R~/K)OG(R+/K). 
By [ 11, Cor. 5.32 and Th. 13.41, one has Z,-rank G(&K) = r2 + 1. So we 
have to show Z,-rank G(R+/K) = 1. By definition of G+, one has g’ = zg 
for all g E G(E+/K). Thus each Z,-extension of K in K’ is a CM-field, 
hence cyclotomic by [ 11, Ext. 13.11, forcing L,-rank G(z+/K) = 1. This 
completes the proof of 3.4. 1 
3.5. LEMMA. Suppose L is a field extension of K of degree p, and L is 
unramified outside p. Then L c F if and only if L = K(“,,&) for some 
aEK+. 
Proof Assume L c F ~. By Kummer theory, L = K(u) with 
up = a E K\O, and a(u) = [,u for some o E G(F/K). Let a’ = (aZ)‘P+ ““.Then 
a’ E K+ We are going to show a’ = cpa for some c E K\O. Setting U = r(u), 
Lemma 3.4( ii) implies a(U) = ( ~CJ l)(u) =F([;‘u)=[,U. Let u’= (uU)‘~+“‘~. 
Then ulp = a’, and 
hence u’u ~ ’ = c E K, and a’ = cpa. Thus L = K( $6) with a’ E K+. 
Conversely, assume L = K( &) with a E Kf. Then there is u E K with 
L=K(u), up=., and $u)=u. We have to show g,(u)=u for all g,EG+. 
There is i30 such that g,(u)= [:,u. By definition of G+, we have g,(u)= 
(ig’)(u), hence g,(u)=F({ku)=<;‘u. Thus i=O, and g’(u)=u. 1 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let L be an extension of degree p of K contained in 
Fe-. If p does not divide h +, then there is a Zp-extension K, of K Mjith 
LcK,cF-. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.5 we have L = K( &) for some a E K + . Since L is 
unramiiied outside p, we have 
aD,[p-‘1 = ap 
for some p-fractional ideal a. Applying the norm map N,,+ we obtain 
atiDK+[pp’] = N,,,+(a)j’. (1) 
Since p does not divide h +, this yields N,,+(a)= bDK+[p ‘1 for some 
b E K+. Since a E K+ we have aii = a’, and (1) yields a2 = &bP for some 
p-unit E of K+. Setting c = ab -Ip+ “O we obtain cpa = E’ with E’ = .z(~~“‘~, 
hence L = K( $‘?). Therefore nL[ p ~ ‘1 is a Galois extension of DK[ p ~ ‘1 
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with normal basis. By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.4(iii) there are exactly r2 
independent Z,-extensions of K contained in F and with normal basis 
over D,Jp-‘1. Since the Z-rank of the nontorsion part of the p-units of 
Kf is rz, we obtain L c K,,, for some Z,-extension K, of K, contained 
in F-. 1 
3.7. THEOREM. Let L = K,,, he a cyclic extension of K of degree pm, 
contained in F-. If p does not divide h +, then there is a 7,-extension K,, of 
K kth L c K, c F -. 
Proof: We shall proceed by induction on m. 
For m = 1, Theorem 3.7 follows from 3.6. For m > 1 we consider the 
sequence 
with K, being cyclic of degree pi over K for i= 1, . . . . m. Assume that 3.7 
holds for K,,- 1. Then there is a Z,-extension K:, = lJizO K: with 
K ,-,cK:,cF-. 
If K,,, # K:, then consider the compositum K,,, K:, in F ~. The Galois group 
G(K,,,Km/K) contains a cyclic subgroup U of order pm, since 
G( K,K,/K)/G( K,,,Km/K,,,) r G( K,,,/K) is cyclic of order pm. Setting 
L, = (K,K,)” then L, is an extension of K of order p, contained in F-. By 
Proposition 3.6 there is a Z,-extension L, = UlaO L, of L, = K with 
L, c F-. The field K,,,K:, is a cyclic extension of L, , and K,,, K:, is not 
cyclic over K, since K,,, # K:, and K,,, ~ 1 = K:, ~, , thus L, # K, . This implies 
1 G(K;L,/K)I =pm+ ‘. Since 1 G(K,,,K,/K)I =pm+‘, and KWL, c K,,,K,, we 
obtain KLL, = K,,,K,. So we have proved K,,, c K:, L, c I?n F -. This 
implies K,,, c K, c F ~ for some Z,-extension K, of K by the following 
Lemma 3.8. 1 
3.8. LEMMA. Let L he a cyclic extension of K of degree pm contained in 
i?. Then there is a Z,-extension K, of K kth L c K,, . If L c R n F ~ then 
K,, c F-. 
Proof: Let r be the Galois group of g over K, and let Tr. be the Galois 
group of K over L. Then there is s >O with ~CZ Zf;r rL. So there are 
closed subgroups r, and r’ of r with r, z Z, and r’ r Z;- I such that 
I-= r, x r’ and rL = rlpm x r’. The field K, = kf is a Z,-extension of K 
satisfying L c K, The same proof holds if one replaces R by k-n F ~ if 
LcRnF-. 1 
3.9. THEOREM. If HP c K then p does not divide hf. 
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Proof. Suppose that p divides h+. Then there is a fractional ideal I of 
K+ satisfying 
for some a E K+, and I is not a principal ideal of K+. Since Ip is a principal 
ideal, the field K’ ( 5) a is unramified outside p (by [ 11, Ext. 9.1 b] ), hence 
L := K( &) lies in F. Since a E K+, Lemma 3.5 implies L c Fp. By 
Lemma 3.5 we have K( &) c F- with ei generating the nontorsion part of 
the p-units of K+, i= 1, . . . . r2 (r2 is the number of complex places of K). 
Proposition 3.10 below yields 
LcKH- and K(&)cEH- for i= 1, . . . . r2. 
Since H- lies in R by assumption, it follows from 3.8 that there are Z,- 
extensions Kg!, i = 1, . . . . r2 + 2, satisfying 
K( &) c K;’ for i= 1, . . . . r2, 
L=K(&)eK~~+“, and K(&)cK’:2+? 
Since ID,[p~ ‘1 is not principal, these are r2 + 2 independent Z,- 
extensions of K, contradicting Brumer’s result [ 11, Cor. 5.32 and 
Th. 13.43. i 
We now prove the following Proposition 3.10 used in the proof of 3.9. 
3.10 PROPOSITION. F- ckH-. 
Proof. We shall use the following notations: 
F+ is the maximal abelian p-extension of Kf unramified outside p, 
Hf is the Hilbert p-class field of Kf, 
ET denotes the units of Kf, congruent to 1 mod p+ = ((1 - [,) 
(1 -i,‘)), 
u ,, p+ denotes the local units of KT+ congruent to 1 mod p +, 
ET is the closure of ET in U,, p+, 
U,, p denotes the local units congruent to 1 mod p = (1 - ip), 
E, is the closure in U,,, of the local units of Kp, congruent to 1 mod p, 
U;,= {uEU,JU=Z(U)) with (l)=G(K/K+), 
U;,={uEU,,,lu-‘=z(u)}. 
By class field theory, one has G(F+/H+ ) z U,,,li?: This implies 
G(F+/H+) % U,t,/&, (2) 
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since U,t, = U,, p + . We have 
G(kH-/H-)@Z;+‘, (3) 
since G(k-H-/H-) E’ G(K-/(K- n HP)), and Z,-rank G(k/K) = r2 
by Lemma 3.4(iii). This implies Z,-rank G(K-/(K- n HP)) = rz since 
K- n H- is finite over K. We shall prove 
G(F/H) r U,t,j& @ .ZF. (4) 
Proposition 3.10 follows from (2), (3), and (4) in the following way. Since 
H+H- = H, and F+Kn K-H- = K, one has 
G((F+kHP)/H)~G(F+/H+)@G(KPHP/HP) 
z ug: 0 U’I: (by (2) and (3)) 
E G(F/H) (by (4)). 
By Galois theory, this implies 
F+kH-=F, (5) 
since F +kH- c F. We have R-H- c F -, hence there is a closed sub- 
group A4 of G- = G(F-/K)‘such that E-H- = (FP)M. By Lemma 3.4(i), 
we have G(F/K)=G+@G-, hence F(‘)~“=(5)(F+K~-H-)(1)~M= 
F+KK-H- =(5) F. Thus M=(l), and K-H- = FP. 
It remains to prove (4). One has 
(by class field theory) 
(by [ll,Th.4.12andCor.4.13]) 
(since pp c U;,). 
Since (K: Q) = 2r, = Z,-rank UC!, and (K+ : Q) = r2 = ?&,-rank [‘I, P +, we 
have Z,-rank U,, =r2. The torsion part of U,,, is p,,, thus U~Pl~FLp~ “7, 
and G( F/H) E ( U,t,/E: ) 0 ZF. 1 
Summarizing, we obtain from 3.7 and 3.9: 
3.11. COROLLARY. Suppose R is the compositum of all Z,-extensions of 
K = Q([,), and H is the Hilbert p-class field of K. Then the ,following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) p does not divide h+. 
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(ii) Each cyclic extension of K, Iying in HP, is contained in a Z,- 
extension of K. 
(iii) HP c k. 
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